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financial analysis is the analysis of financial »ta tan ants, 

the financial statements contains summarised information of the 
fixns financial affairs organised systematically. They axe the 
means to present the firms financial situation to owners, creditors 
and the general public. Preparation of financial statements is 
the responsibility ot top management, financial statements are 
prepared from the accounting records maintained hy the firm, the 
generally accepted accounting principles and procedures are 
followed to prepare atatements. ihe basic objective of financial 
statement* is to assist in investment decision making. Balance 
sheet and profit and loss account are two basic financial 
statements.

financial analysis is the process of identifying financial 
strength and weakness of the firm by properly establishing 
relationship between/the items of Balance sheet and profit and 
loss account. /

financial analysis may be internal or external. External 
analysis is made by those who do not have access to the books of 
accounts of the company i.e. creditors, shareholders etc. they 
obtain certain information about company to assess its financial 
position and to decide about the conditions on which the funds 
are to be made available to It. The internal analysis la under** 
taken by management of the company concerned with a view to 
improving its financial position and profitability, for this



purpose, the management nay call for detailed statements on 
various matters including statements of internal control# 
prinixlly the cash and capital budgets# for taking objective 
and rational decisions*

XXX»2 OBJECTIVES QF IMUBmit JMMBB t

financial analysis serves the following objectives *
1) Liquidity
2) Safety

3) Solvency
4) profitability
5) Efficiency*

Trade creditors are Interested in the fact that the 
fins should be able to neet their dales over a very short period 
of time. Their analysis will# therefore# confine to the evalua
tion of the finas liquidity position.

investors# who invested their money in the firms shares# 
are most concerned about the firms earnings. They vestreve more 
confidence in those firms that show steady growth in earnings.
As such# they concentrate on the analysis of the firms present 
and future profitability. They are also interested in the firms



financial position to tbs extent it influences the fixes 
earnings ability*

3) Solvency
The suppliers of the long term debt are interested in 

the fixes long tern solvency or survival.

*> gare&taifriiifcy
hong term creditors do not only analyse the hisottical 

financial statements, but require the firm to supply projected 
or proforma financial statements to make analysis about the firms 
future profitability and solvency.

Management of the firm would be interested in every aspect 
of financial analysis. it is their overall responsibility to see 
that the resources of the firm are used most effectively and 
efficiently and that the firms financial condition is sound.

3 mmimm *

financial analysis is an attempt to determine the 
significance and meaning of the financial statements date so that 
a forecast may be made of the prospects for future earning, ability 
to pay interest, debt maturities both current as well as long 
term and profitability of sound divldsnt policy.



According to wyer financial statement analysis Is a 
largely study of relationship among the various financial factors 
in a business as disclosed by a single set of statements and a 
study of trend of these factors* as shown In a series of 
statonents.

in.4 jmmsm *
the analysis consists of breaking down a complex set of 

facts or figures into simple elements and arranging than in such 
s manner that they can he easily understood.

the analysis of profit and loss account conalsta of break
ing it down into various elements ss under. Gross sales, net sales, 
cost of goods sold gross margin, operating expenses, operating net 
profit, operating income# and eag>enaes, net profit before tax, net 
profit after tax etc.

the analysis of balance sheet consists of proprietors 
funds, other debts, total funds, employed, fixed assets, current 
assets, current liabilities and working capital.

III.5 VARIOUS TOOLS t BRIEF KXTLANATSOW

the analysis of financial statement consists of a study 
of relationships and trends to determine whether or not the 
financial position and results of operations ss well as financial 
progress of the company are satisfactory or not* the fundamental



object of using any analytical tool is to simplify or reduce 
the data under review to store under*tandahle terms. Tools uaed 
In analysing financial statement* are *

i) Comparative financial and operating statement*, 
ii) Statement of changaa in net working capital.
Hi) stand Ratio*,
iv) Common also percentage* •
v) individual Ratio*•

vi)

i) Comparative financial m a,g»«cR.ttRq.fJaamafli •
She change* in the financial data over a period of two or 

eon* year* are placed side by aide in adjustment col irons. Such 
statement* are called comparative financial statements. By compar
ing the change in various item* period by period, the analyst* 
will be able to get some valuable clues a* to the growth and other 
important trend* relating to the business.

She analysis of financial statement Involves a study of 
the relationship and trends to determine whether or not the 
financial position and the results of the operations to measure 
the relationships among the financial statements items of single 
set of statements and the changes that have occured In these items 
as shown by the financial statements of subsequent periods, the 
work of analyst consists of reducing data in an under* tandable 
manner analysing and interpreting the same. The study of financial



positions of a company and tha results of its operations for a 
period is more meaningful if the analyst has available the 
statements of financial position and income statmnents for several 
periods when comparison is made. If two or more financial 
statements are available, the trends can be better assessed, 
statements of three years are usually prepared by large companies 
for purpose of comparison. Bar affect!ve analysis tha statements 
to be compared must be based on the consistent application of 
generally accepted accounting principles.

we know financial statements one is balance sheet and the 
other is tredlpgand profit end loss account or incoma statement.

increases and decreases in various assats and liabilities 
as wall as in proprietors equity or capital brought about by tha 
conduct of business can be observed by a comparison of the balance 
sheet at the beginning and end of the period. Such observation 
often yields considerable information which is of value in forming 
an opinion regarding simple device known as the cooperative 
balance sheet may be used.

The single balance sheet shows the balances of accounts 
after closing the books on a certain date, fhe comparative balance 
sheet stows not only the balances of accounts as an different 
dates but also the extent of their increases a decreases between 
these dates. Thus, while in the single balance sheets the



emphasis is an status in the comparative balance sheet it is an 
change. The changes axe the outcome of operations, the conversion 
of assets, liability and capital foxes into others as well as the 
various Interactions among assets, liabilities and capital.

Though the balance sheet is a useful statement the 
comparative balance sheet is even aore useful for it contains not 
only the data of single balance sheet but also those which may ba 
usad in studying the trends in an entaqpzlsa. Information regarding 
trends indicating the direction in which a business is beaded is 
usually more significant to the analyst than that concerning the 
book values of assets end liabilities, as ths inoone stateeent 
presents the review of the operating activities of the business 
and the comparative balance sheet shows tbs sffects of operation 
on its assets and liabilities, the latter contains e connecting 
link between the balance sheet mod the income statement.

The form of 'comparative balance sheet* consists of two 
columns for the data of the original balance sheet and a third 
column for increases and decreases in various items, a fourth, 
column containing the percentage of increase and decrease, may 
be ad<

An Income statement shows the net profit or net loss 
resulting from the operation of a business for designated period 
of time. A comparative income statement shows the oparating



result* for « number of accounting period* so that changes in 
absolute date from one period to another may be stated in terms 
of money and percentages.

Hie comparative income statement contains the same columns 
a* the comparative balance sheet and provides the same type of 
Information - the account balances, increases mad decreases in 
money >«««*«• if desired, the percentages of increase or decrease

ill/btatenent of Changes in 
\y not working capital or£mfr Mm..ftitemgRt_
In order to ascertain the increese or decrease in the 

working capital between the two detes of the balance sheets, e 
statement is prepared containing the current assets and current 
liabilities, current assets such as cash, temporary investments, 
stock, debitors less provision for doubtful debts and prepaid 
expenses ere taken and current liabilities such as sundry 
creditors, taxation due, aapenaes outstanding, dividend payable, 
bank overdraft are deducted from the total of current assets. She 
net balances ere the two dates represent the net current assets 
or working capital. She difference between the two dates will 
indicate either increase or decrease in working capital# She 
decrease will appear as e source and the increase a* application.

Shis statement reflects the changes in the composition of 
the working capital. Shis can also be prepared by showing the 
changes in each item of current assets end currant liabilities



for the two year*. Sometimes the change* in the working capital 
may be greeter than the net inaome as disclosed in the income 
statement.

lii) IW* fiattai *

A series of financial statesiants may be analysed by 
determining and studying the trends of the data shown in statements. 
1his method of analysis is one of direction - upward or downward - 
and involves the computation of the paroantaga relationship that 
each statement item bears to the same item in the base year which 
may be the earliest year involved in the compaxison or tha latest 
year or any intervening year, trend percentages are relative to 
the base year, emphasize changes in the financial operating data 
from year to year and make possible a horizontal study of the 
data.

Also known as trend ratios these percentages may be 
thought of as index mmbers showing relative changes in the 
final h a passage of time*

^ BttCTgfttlflff---------------

1) A statement is taken as the base with reference to 
which all othar statements axe to be studied.

2) Every Item is to be stated as loo in the statement 
which is taken as the base.



3) If the amount of an item in another statement is lees 
than that in the bare atatenant# the tread percentage will he 
below 100 and if the amount ia more than the baee amount the 
trend percentage would be above 100 percent*

4) Trend ratio* can be computed by dividing each amount 
in the atatamenta with the oorreaponding itam in the abatement 
taken as the base.

Trend ratios are generally not computed for all the items 
in the statements as the fundamental objective ia to make 
comparisons between items having some logical relationship to one 
another*

gYOlU*tlpn..g! Anna..
Any one trend by itself is not wry informative and# 

therefore# comparison to related trends alone is valuable to the 
analyst. 3b illustrate an upward trend for Inventories# bills 
receivable and sundry debtors, coupled with a downward trand for 
sales# would usually reflect an unfavourable situation* a continued 
downward trend of sales volume accompanied by a marked increase in 
plant investment especially If this increase has been financed by 
incurring fixed interest obligation would again represent an 
unhealthy financial development* an Increase in the trand of total 
currant assets# in concert with a downward trend of current



throw ligfrt on one or nor* aspect* of the financial poaition end 
have to be reconciled with those from other aspects* Illogical 
conclusions nay result if percentages and ratios are born free 
the data from which they have been derived.

lhns it oust be noted that though trend ratios show whether 
an item has increased or decreased as well as the degree of change, 
they are valuable only to the extent to which they provide duee 
to favourable or unfavourable tendencies and point the way for 
further analysis.

The comparability of trend ratios ie adversely affected 
to the extent to which accounting principles and policies reflected 
by tiie accounts have not been followed consistently throughout the 
period being studied, comparability of the data is also adversely 
affected when the price level has changed materially during the 
years under review. 3o*e analysts deflate the statement data by 
devldlng the money amounts with the related price index thereby 
providing figures that will give a broad idea of changes in 
physical quantity and volume exclusive of price changes.

Despite this, the measurement of variations in terme of 
pereantsges is extentsely useful because the rate of change is more 
vital than the quantum of change.

On the contrary, there is danger that undue importance 
might be given to percentages. In cases in which the base is a 
email number, a little variation might be disproportionately



enlarged by the percentage of change. Another weakness of 
trend percentage method of analysis la that the selected base 
year may not be typical# especially for some of the Items in the 
statements so that the percentage results may give a distorted 
picture of the change* This analysis is referred as ho&aonal.

Zn analysing the balance sheet a statement is prepared to 
work out the ratio of each asset to total assets and each liabi
lity and capital to total liabilities and capital* This statement 
is known as common else or 100 percent balance eheet* This is ao 
called because the total of the assets and alao the liabilities 
end capital la 100 pemoant* This statement discloses the relation
ship of each asset to total assets and each liability and capital 
itam to total liabilities and capital.

The common final balance sheet is converted into oomnon 
aise balance sheet by dividing each itam by total assets and 
arriving at a percentage figure. The income statement is also 
converted by dividing each item by sales* Hie financial statements 
of different periods are compared on an itam by item basis so as 
to detsdt differences in percentage for a given item between the 
financial periods*



In order to find out tho proportion of a group of 

sub-group which a aingla itora in tho group represent in financial 
a ta tan ant, analysing of common aise statements ia mads. Bie 
assets* liabilities and capital are oach expressed aa loo per- 
outage mid oach item in the group ia expressed aa percentage 
of tho respective total* In the income statement tha net aaXaa 
ia taken at loo percent and ovary item in tha statement ia 
aaqpraaaad aa a percentage of tha net sales. this Kind of 
analysis aa already explained ia referred to aa vertical 
analysis. This la an analyaia of the internal structure of tha 
financial statements. the common size balance aheeta analyaia 
reveala the source of capital and all sources and tha diatribetion 
of capital aourcaa in the aaseta of an antaxpxiaa.

Comparison of tho common aiaa balance sheet of a aingle 
antarpriaa over tha year# ia very uaeful aa the changing 
proportions in the components within the group. It must be 
remembered that tha percentages aa disclosed in the common aiaa 
balance sheet show only tha relation of each of tha assets to 
tha total assets for each year. When the common else balance 
sheet la analysed and scrutinised horlmentally the trends of 
the Individual items in tha balance sheet give in information 
in respect of the same but they will fell their relationship only 
to the total* it is vary difficult to interpret the trends. If 
tha trends are to be correctly interpreted* it is necessary to 
determine the normal percentage of individual assets to the total 
assets. It la* therefore* advisable to use common else balance



sheet to study only proportions therein. Comparison of tbs 

comparative balance sheets of two enterprises at a certain 

data Is also done to compare the financial position of the 

one with the other. Ibis is possible only when the two 

statements are prepared by the adoption of uni teim^accoun ting

Methods.

flBfflWm-Mlt llIHr*ie Statement «
oust as the aommon sise balance sheet is prepared, the 

common else income statement is prepared with slew to compare 

the various items in the statement to the total amount of ealea 

e.g. items such es cost of goods sold, selling, edninlstrative 

expenses mid also items of income ere reduced to percentage by 

taking the sale# figures as loo*. The changes in the ooet of 

goods sold to sales are very Important in financial statements 

analysis. The difference represent the gross margin which 

must he sufficient enough to cover the fired assets incurred 

in running the business. The net income is arrived at af tar 

adjustment of expenses against gross profit. The net income 

of the business should be reasonable when compared to sales 

similar to common slse balance sheet a vertical common si so 
income statement ie prepared, lie have seen that in the common 

else balance sheet, each item of asset is compared to total 
assets and the item of each liability ie compared to total 

liabilities. Similarly the ooet of goods sold and itma of 

each ejqseneee are compared to sales. Each item of eaqpeases is



expressed in percentage comparing the total amount of sales 
which is taken as loo. common else income statement can also 
be prepared in a hozlrental fore, Zt is easy to construct the 
ratios of the various items of expenses to sales for a number 
of periods and easily interpreted, Zhie will disclose the trend 
of expenses items to sales, zt is also tha practice to prepare 
the common sise income statements of two concerns re that the 
results of the operations are compared to the other, at already 
pointed out here also difficulty arises in the natter of value 
stated there in. Zt is necessary for the analyst to satisfy 
himself whether the same accounting methods ere adopted by the 
two companies. Zt must be noted that the success of the 
comparison depends upon the valuation of inventory, the cost 
of goods sold will be effected by the basis upon which the 
inventery is valued, since the two companies may be adopting 
two different methods in valuation. We have seen that whan 
the income statement is analysed horizontally, the statement 
will disclose the rate of change in the items affecting the 
income end if analysed vertically shows the distribution of title 
income from sales among tha itimes responsible to produce the 
same, unlike the common size balance sheets, there is no 
difficulty in the case of common sise income statement in the 
matter of analysis as decrease in the expenses to net sales,
Zt i« advisable to use both the statmnent* re that the analyst 
can get supplementary information for the variation no tad in 
the hod rental analysis by reference to the vertical statement.
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Introduction t

Tiafj nl felon I

the presentation of an elaborate system of ratio 
analysis was made in 1919 by Alexander Wall* Satie is siaply 
one masker expressed in tense of another* It is a statistical 
yardstick that provides a measure of relationship between two 
figures, the relationship between two figures may be stressed 
as rate# percent or ee a quotient*

Accounting ratios focusses attention on relationship 
which significant* Ratios axe aid to analysis and inters 
pnatation* they are substitute for sound thinking, they help to 
examine in detail the overall picture portrayed by the financial 
statements by analysis end comparison to ensure that the 
financial position of the concern is sound and that thera is 
satisfactory return on the investment of the business* they are 
employed to the test of solvency* the liquidity of the assets

“ -“ y*-
Ratio analysis is the study of qpeeific relationship

sad forms the heart of statement analysis. Ratio link parts of 
the financial statements in order to provide clues shout the 
statue of particular aspects of the business* ibis requires a



basis for comparison# Accordingly figures bars little meaning 
of themselves# they talcs an aeaning only when compared to 
something* the wily way to determine whether an amtunt is 
adequate# improving or deteriorating in or but of proportion 
is only by relating to other items# Some comparison is essential 
to put the analysis into proper perspective# different basis 
of comparisons are used in different circumstances# they do not 
all necessarily lead to the same Judgements# the starting point 
is to relate specific statement items to each other# the study 
of the specific statement relationships is called ratio analysis# 
the ratio themselves should be evaluated by comparison with 
similar ratios.

1} Ratios are in the nature of generalisations and 
reflect conditions at a particular time. A particular ratio may 
be satisfactory at only certain circumstances and the seme may 
not be satisfactory at different circumstances# With the 
continuity of the operations of the business# the ratios are 
liable to change with the result# they may give misleading 
conclusions as regards financial position of a business and 
therefore# at times unreliable# lb get a correct picture of 
the business# in addition to employment of ratios# non-financial 
information should also be analysed and both employed. In order 
that the ratios may be meaningful it must be related to the 
entire business unit# Hie ratio may fluctuate considerably 
during the course of the year.



2) Although the shareholder is interested in e reasonable
return on the investment, yet payment of dividends depends upon 
the liquid position of the cocem which can he ascertained only 
from the balance sheet* In order to assess the liquid position 
of a company, the working capital position is essential* this 
can be constructed from the current assets and current liabilities*

3) as the atataaents ere prepared for the nee of an 
average reader it will not be possible to satisfy the require
ments of the user for special purpose*

4) the financial statements do not contain full details 
neeeseary for the proper assessment of the company's position 
as regards profitability and solvency, there are many factors 
which do rot form part of financial statements and which have 
important bearing on the financial position* unless the data 
contained in the statement are converted into ratio and percent
ages, they cahoot be said to disclose the real positionof the 
understandings.

5) the values of assets contained in a balance sheet do 
not reflect market value at the date of the balance sheet* It is 
only historical document and therefore* does not purport to show 
the realisable value of the assets appearing therein* It is not 
a statement of net worth of an undertaking* A balance sheet is 
prepared on the basis of going concern concept and as such the 
assets are stated at their historical cost* She assess do not



reflect whet they will fetch if the business is sold. Zteee of 
deferred revenue expenditure like preliminary expenses* adverti
sing suspense end discount on Issue of debentures appearing as 
assets In the balance sheet have no value In liquidation. Sven 
though the rupee values contained In the statement* nay be 
accurate* they nay he different on the basis of concept of value 
ascribed by the reader of the atatenants, the user has to nake 
his non assessment of value* Ha must be aware of the methods 
adopted for valuation in the financial statements, investors rely 
upon the balance sheets in appraising their holding* in a company, 
they are interested only In the market value of the assets viz* 
the investments. Inventory and fixed assets* the balance sheet 
contains only the historical loots and therefore* not useful to 
them* the value of the rupee is markedly falling with the 
result that its purchasing power has recorded a downward trend*
Ibr example a machine which was erected 20 years ago cannot now 
be replaced even for its twice original cost* therefore* 
depreciation changed on this machine will only behalf of the 
amounts to be charged on replacement basis* if there is increase 
in sale value* the increase may not necessarily due to increase 
in number of units sold but it may be due to increase in the 
selling price without a similar increase In costs*

6) Financial statements prepared are only interiom 
period and therefore* cannot be considered final, to detexmine 
the accurate profit or loss of an undertaking a long period of



time is requlead. Star various reasons, it has been found 
necessary to have the accounting period generally for a period 
of twelve months and the statmnant have to he prepared for that 
period. Transactions affecting income and eaqpenses have to be 
•cut off* at the date of closing the accounts end in this 
regard, numerous differences of opinion are experienced. As the 
dated assets are used for a longer period, the usee to which 
they are put in the business is based only on estimates. There 
is therefore, greater amount of uncertainty in the financial 
statmaents and the data contained in the financial statements 
cannot be considered to be accurate*

The statements include primarily only information that 
can be stated in monetary units and hence represents only a 
portion of the total information required for many decisions.

7) Financial statements do not reflect many factors 
affecting financial conditions because they cannot be recorded 
in the books in monetary terms. Examples are - Goodwill created 
by a company, efficiency in the management of business operations, 
the reputation of the company and the company's cordial 
relationship with its employees. They do not contain infouatlon 
as regards the quality of research and development, plant 
efficiency, marketing organisation, product levels and future 
planning, xn the absence of uniform unit measurement financial 
statements cannot be reliable.



8) It will be very difficult to correctly understood 
the position of a company if the financial Staton cats have been 
prepared under abnormal conditions* During the war period if 
production is concentrated by an undertalcing in different types 
of goods for supplies to war and theraby production and salss 
volumes increase and when normal policies of production and 
sales are not followed* it is natural that the items contained 
in the financial statements may result in over statement or 
under statement*

9) as the financial statements to he presented involve 
highly complex end diverse economic activities* it is necessary 
to portray the sene in a simple and summarised form to enable 
the user of the data to understand the seme without difficulty* 
Xn most cases in the financial statements prepared* simplicity 
is not achieved* Xf the statements are to he kept within 
reasonable size* high degree of summarisation is involved not 
only at the time of recording the transactions but also in 
presentation of the statements* In this process campehensiva
nes* and clarity are usually lost, financial statements include 
only selected guentative terms which for further clarity are 
condensed* Xn order to be useful, unbiased end not misleading 
financial statements should disclose all significant financial 
data essential for making rational economic decision.



o# jlaUftl *

J*any types of financial ratios may be used and the purpose 

for which analysis is made will usually suggests emphasizing one 

set of ratios in preference to mother. To illustrate# the lender 

of short term credit places reliance on the current position of 

the borrower because# from his point of wise, profitability is 

less important than the availability of borrower's current 

assets but a long range investor in a business places for greater 

emphasis on earning capacity than on the pledge of assets, 

business executive is siainly interested in knowing the profitability 

of his concern and the factors lending to any rise or fall in 

the profit. So that he studies gross profit in relation to 

different elements of cost. Urns there are sound reasons for 

selecting different kinds of accounting ratios for different 

types of situation, further the kind of data available also 

sometimes determines the nature of analysis.

In general accounting ratios may be classified on the 

following bases lending tojoading to somewhat overlapping

categories.

A) Traditional classification or classification 
according to the statement from which ratios 
are derived

A bases of classification of ratios which readily suggests 

itself is according to the statement to which the determinants 

of a ratio belong. By far the most convenient mode of classifi

cation, it has the sanetlty of tradition in as much as, since



the advent of ratio analysis, ratios have been grouped in thle 

manner* from this angle* xetloe axe classified as thus c

a) Balance sheet ratios or financial Ratios - They deal 
with the relationship betaeen two items or gxotg* of items which 
are together in the balance sheet e.g* Debt Equity Ratio.

b) Revenue Statement Ratio - Sometimes also referred to 
as operating ratios* these establish relationship between two 
Items, or groiq»s of Items, which axe In the revenue statement 
e.g. Stock Turnover Ratio.

c) Inter statement Ratios or Combined Ratios - Those 
ratio portray the relationship betwean 1 tarns one of which is a 
part of the balance sheet end the offer of the revenue statement 
e.g* Asset Turnover or Deb term Turnover.

B) Glassification According to fast satisfied 
or functional classification

In the view of Robert N. Anthony* ratios are grouped in 
accordance with certain tests which are intended to subserve 
from the view point of various parties having a financial In tares t 
in an enterprise. These tests are s

a) Liquidity
b) Test of Profitability
c) Market Tests.



C) Classification from tbo point of view of financial management classification 
according to nature

this standard of classification envisages the organisation 
of accounting ratios into four fundamental types which are as 
follows

These ratios constituting ratio analysis of the short 
tem financial position are intended to derive a picture of the 
capacity of a firm to maat its abort tana obligations out of its 
short tana resources, a core of liguiding ratio has emerged 
over the years which, whan viewed in their totality and with 
respect to risk, is eapected to yield a rough approximation of 
the capacity of business to pay its current liabilities as and 
whan they fall due for payment,

b) aetiyity button •

Activity ratios are intended to measure the effective
ness of the employment of resources, the command over which has 
been financed by the firm. They not only analyse the use of the 
total resources of the firm but also the use of the corposants 
of total assets. Activity analysis together with the degree 
of leverage employed by the firm, is a key factor in determining 
profitability.



e) hmmx&aLMi£&t *

They measure the contribution of financing by owners 

compared with financing provided by the outsiders* In esse 

owners provide very smell proportion of total financing* the 

risk of the enterprise ere borne mainly by the creditors and* 

if the undertaking earns more from the funds than it pays for 

the debt it has incurred, the return to the owner gets inflated* 

Zf handled properly* leverage has a much more important bearing 

has a much more important bearing an profitability then does 

liquidity* Leveragt ratios also provide sane measure of the 

risk of debt financing by calculation of coverage of fixed 

charges.

d) mtlt#4Uty fattflg *

They are designed to highlight and result of business 

activities which in the perfect word of is the safe

criterion of the overall efficiency of a business unit. The 

important point about profitability ratio is that* while the 

analysis may use only one measure of profitability, it is always 

necessary to bring into play at least three or four measurers for 

a dependable analyais. This is necessary because* owing to 

different valuations histories end sale volume policies, any 

single profit measure by itself has severe limitations* Despite 

the fact that more than one measure of profitability have been 

used* the results must be viewed cautiously.



All these four categories of ratios are later-linked
when the term liquidity is used la its comprehensive sease 
i.e* in the sense of the entire financial position of the fins# 
it includes leverage ratios and activity ratios* Profitability 
ratios are# in fact# a resultant of the pattern of liquidity 
ratio# leverage ratio and activity ratio*

S» Classification according 
to Importance

Naturally some ratios are More important than others 
though the conclusions derived from them have to be read together 
for getting an idea about the financial position of tha firm*
This basis of classification of ratios has been recommended by 
the British institute of Management for inter-firm comparisons 
and following categories have been suggested by the Institute.

as the principal motivating force for any commercial 
undertaking is profit# success is measured by the else of profit 
in relation to capital employed and this has been tewed as a 
* Primary Ratio'*

This basis of classification being primarily from tbs 
point of view of interflxm comparisons, if the earning power 
of the unit as depicted by the primary Ratio does not at least 
equal that of similiar concerns, there is probably some factor



or combination of factor*, which doe* not penit a business to 

be operated efficiently. Such factor* may be isolated by mean* 
of other type* of ratio*, referred *o a* 'Secondary Ratio* which 
are further decided into following sub-classes *

gale** sale of good* are effected there can be no profit 
and, therefore, the aiae of the total Sale* to operating profit 
and to asset* employed are important ratio* in bringing so light 
strategic facts in the profit earning structure,

ii) samxnX Esmlmattm. fitUa» *

Sire of salee can be further analysed by the ratio of 
ealee to fixed asset* end sales to currant assets, farther ratio 
of operating profit to sale* can be broken down into ratios of 
departmental cost to sales and gross profit to sales,

in) &gsl&ft..g»laa*tpgy *atto« *

She ratio of sales to current assets, in the case of 
distributive trades, cm be further amplified by the ratio of 
sales tos stock turnover and salee to debtor* turnover, while 
in cese of manufacturing industries, it can be supplemented by 
ratio of sale* on one hand to material stocks or work-la-progress 
or finished goods took or debtor* on the other. A further breafc»*p 
of profit to sale* ratio for a manufacturing industry would be 
factory cost of goods sold to sales analysed into individual



items o£ production coats to sals value of production. fhls 
classification of ratios into primary and secondsry has been 
»ade from the staa<%>oi.nt of intar-flrm comparisons. it csn also 
be adopted in other cases and in fact* to the entire ratio 
analysis, xt is possible that some enterprise nay decide upon 
a 'hard core of ratios*, which it considers important from its 
earn point of view and this may be designated as 'Primary Ratios* 
leaving the rest in the 'Secondary Ratios* category.

This classification of the structure of ratio analysis 
cuts across a various bases on which it has been made. 2hus. the 
determinants of activity and profitability ratios are drawn 
partly from Hie balaneo shaet and partly from the income 
statement! ratios fulfilling the test of liquidity 
of the items of both the position statement end the income 
statement, some activity ratios ooncide with those satisfying 
the test of liquidity! some leverage ratios belong to the 
category of income statement. Ihis clearly indicates that one 
basis of classification shades into the other.

However, for the purpose of consideration of individual 
ratios, it is better if they are categorised on the functional 
basis as has been done by Anthony. Such an approach would only 
be in the fitnees of things because the ratios can earn their 
keep# as tools of financial analysis, only if they axe instru
mental in the discharge of certain clear-cut functions - meaning 
the capability of satisfying certain tests subsequently, the 
ratios have been dealt with on this pattern.



Mature of Ratio Analysis «

despite the fact that there is no ^edal eagle in 
ratio analysis as such, most creditors and investors intending 
to have some financial commitment in a fire automatically turn 
to a core of relationships for guidance as people prefer to 
work with data which appear to he concrete in nature* This is 
primarily due to the fact that judgements seem to he made more 
easily when they can he rationalised with numbers, in view of 
this, supplies of capital and lenders of funds have always 
attached importance to quantative data and ftver the years, they 
have developed a series of relationships in which they have 
reposed a high degree of confidence. However quantative 
relations of the kind represented by ratios analysis are not an 
end in themselves but are a meana to understanding a firms 
financial position* Quantative ratio analysis is not capabla 
of providing precis# answers to all the problems faced by 
financial manager or a potential fund supplier unless several 
ratios, often related to one another, are computed and, then 
alone, the whole of ration analysis acquires some significance 
from the point of view of its users*

In this way, the stature of ratios is partly derived 
from the analysis capacity to quantify available data in a 
systematic manner. In order to reach a decision based on such 
analysis he has to use some norms regarding the financial



position of the firm under review so that a given fin's 
financial status, as depleted by a series of ratios, may be 
coapared with some standards aid deviations from It may be 
explained, as these none cannot be need as an objective for 
e firm to achieve owing to their mere averages, they have to 
be used with considerable care and caution and must be 
tampered to meet whatever extending ciresistances may arise.
There ere e number of ratios which conceivably can be computed 
from a single set of financial statements but only a few are 
used in any particular situation to throw light on certain 
salient aspects of the financial position. From this point of 
view, while tackling e particular problem no useful purpose 
would be served by first calculating all the ratios and then 
attempting to find some Justification for themi rather the 
procedure should be first to decide what, if any, ratios might 
be helpful end then to compute these and only these ratios.

Thus there is a core of relationahips customarily used 
for the ratio phase of financial analysis and other ratios are 
mostly e modification or extension

interpretation of 3»tiag *

The Importance of interpretation of ratios arises if thsy 
ere to prove e useful tool to the financial analyst. Broadly 
speaking thesa are four different ways in which ratios may be 
interpreted.



Z) The Individual ratio# toy itself nay have significance 

of its own* Thus if the current ratio persistently falls to and 
even goes below* one it nay indicate impending insolvency. Such 
cases nay be created as unusual because# under normal circumstan
ces, one generally cannot arrive at meaningful conclusions when 
individual ratios are studied in isolation. Moreover# single 
ratios are studied with reference to certain popular rules of 
the thumb which are at best only approximations and can# there
fore* lead to erroneous conclusions.

ZZ) Ratios nay be interpreted by eaqpandlng the analysis 
and considering a group of several related ratios. In this way* 
the ratios* whose significance is not fully understood* are made 
more neaningful toy the computation of additional ratios. To 
illustrate the utility of profit-on-sales figure is enhanced by 
a ratio showing the nintoer of times an owner' e investment is 
turned over in sales every year.

Ill) The third approach to the interpretation of ratios 
involves making comparisons over time. Under this the sroe 
ratio or for that natter a group of ratios* is studied over a 
period of years with the result that significant trends 
indicating rise* decline or stability are highlighted. Sometimes* 
the average value of ratios for a number of years in the past 
eim serve as a standard against which to judge current 
performance.



IV) Ttim ratio of any given firm nay be compared with the 
ratios of other fizna in tha ana industry, nais is also known as 
*inten»firm comparlslons' such comparison* ara usually significant# 
as in most cases# members of the Sana industry face the Sana or 
similar financial problems* These comparisons ana oftsn facili
tated by tha usa of tahlas summarising tha ratios of tha first in 
a particular industry. &ieh tables ara usually prepared by trade 
associations or financial or credit rating grofps.

As a natter of fact# any thoroutfi Investigation of the 
financial position of a firm will be bring into play all tintsa 
approaches - ratios will be scanned for any intrinsic meaning they 
may possess* They will be supplemented by further ratio analysis; 
they will be studied over tine* and they will ba compared with the 
ratios of other members of the industry in order to determine both 
firm's relative position as well as the degree of the conformity 
of its trend to industry trends, that way alone# much useful 
information cast usually be brought to bear on the firm under study.

Analysis of short term financial position or test of 
liquidity.

Commercial banks and other short eterm creditors are primarily 
concerned with the analysis of short term financial position or test 
of liquidity# it is valuable aid to management in cheeking the 
efficiency with which working capital is being employed in the



business. It is also of importance to shareholders and long 

taut creditors in determining to soma extant, at iaaat tha 

prospects of dividend and interest payment. Hie qua*ion to be 

studied in connection with the ratio analysis of tha short tea 

financial position are s

i) will tha company be able to pay its currant 

debts promptly ?

ii) is staff utilising sorting capital effectively ?

Hi) is the current financial position improving ?

1) SatCfflBt ftftttP <

mown also as sorting capital ratio, solvency ratio and 

2*1 ratio, fatnesses the relation between the current assets and 

current liabilities.

irliiiiilation t

Current Ratio Sasssafc 4f»gt»
Current Liabilities

Currant assets Includes cash, bank, a took, debtors, bills 

of exchange investments which are held by the business for the 

purpose of immediate conversion into cash. Marketable securities, 

prepaid expense, work-in-progress, while currant liabilities ere 

composed of sundry creditors, bills payable, outstanding and 
accrued expensea, income-tax payable, bank overdraft, ate.



SLffiUuLss&Sfi «
Ibis ratio is very oownonly used for finding out the 

tost of the credit strength of a concern. Zt is common feature 
that a business will be able to meet its current liabilities 
provided it has equal current assets# but liabilities have to be 
paid only when they become due and by then the current assets 
should be sufficient. Even after the current liabilities are 
paid# fresh liabilities may be treated. Ibis ratio indicates 
the amount of conversion of currant assets for meeting current 
liabilities, ihis is celled working capitel ratio as it 
represents the working capital being the excess of the current 
assets over the liabilities. It is traditionally held that the 
ratio of current assets to current liabilities should be 2 to 1 
but it should not be taken for granted since in acme cases even 
though the ratio is 2il yet tbe balance sheet of a business may 
be strained one# and in other cases where it ie less than 2 it 
may be very healthy. Further where there is temporary surplus 
of working capital due to increase in stock to meet seasonal 
sales# the increase should be viewed with favour. Die present 
tendency Is to determine acceptable standards prevailing within 
the industry.

Current ratio gives the analyst a general picture of 
the adequacy of working capital and of the comparity ability to 
meet its day-to-day payment obligations. Zt measures the margin 
of safety provided for paying current debts in the event of 
reduction in the value of current assets. Zhe current ratio



teat® quantity not quality* it measure* only total iw. 

of assets and total rupees worth of liabilities* XaqpesLence 

taught that the entrant ratio is subject to further questioning 

for the margin of error involved in blind reliance on a 2 to 1 

figure which has provided to be too great* the influence of 

inventory on current ratio has to be considered* Its impact on 

liquidity or debt paying ability is greater than account recaivabla* 

The values of inventory fell with eoonomlc cycles and owing to fell 

in purchasing power* Therefore* there is considerable reason to 

review inventory as unreliable.

2) Add hat Radio or Quidc Ratio * 
Jdlflma Hatto t__________

Acid Test Ratio is concerned with the relationship between 

liquid assets end liquid liabilities to supplement the information 

given by the current ratio, in many lines of businesses a concern 

whose current assets consist largely of inventory can very easily 

become technically* if not actually* Insolvent within a very short 

period of time and this is rationale of the term *add test ratio* 

the name being preferred by Borne writers* Sometimes as * 

conservative measure of the liquid position* this ratio relatee 

liquid assets to current liabilities*

Acid Test Ratio « flftfliiCK 1.1. ■■■■

r+y Liabilities



oamssmm *

Quick assets include all current &>s«ti excepting stock 

securities which are held tanporarlly and which can be realised 

without difficulty eve also included# In case of debtors if there 

are any bad debts necessary provision should be made# Stock is 

not a liquid asset in as much as it cannot be immediately converted 

into cash. Quick liabilities include ell current liabilities 

excepting bsnk order draft since the sane is noxnelly e permanent 

arrangement like a fined liability except when the business is 

called upon to pay immediately.

§JLgAiAfiSQ<2e t

This ratio is a true test of e business. If die quick 

assets exceed a equal to quick liabilities, it indicates that the 

financial position of the concern is very satisfactory. It is a 

measure of the extent to which the liquid assets are available to 

meet the quick or immediate liabilities. This Indicates the 

ability of the business to meet its commitment without delay.

3) Vf, ■ ia.Ua *

The logical consequence of the concept of eliminating 

inventories as a liquid asset in the acid test ratio owing to 

their questionable value in liquidation is the elimination of 

debtors from the total of current assets in the confutation of 

absolute liquidity ratios. Though receivables are generally more



liquid in nature than inventories, there may he doubts concerning 
their liquidity also, Therefore, absolute liquidity ratio relates 
the sun of cash and marketable securities to the total quick 
liabilities.

Determination of the rate at which various short tern 
assets are converted into cash is another important dimension of 
liquidity end has, therefore, often been a concomitant of the 
analysis of short term financial position, following ratios are 
included in this category, /

Meaning « \s
Inventory turnover ratio is also known as stock turnover 

ratio in the traditional language usually establishes relationship 
between the cost of goods sold during a given period and the 
average amount of Inventory outstanding during that period,

inventory turnover ratio can be booked at from another 
point of view* while it helps in termlning the liquidity of a firm 
in as much as it given the rate at which inventories are converted 
into sales and than into cash, it assists the financial manager 
in evaluating inventory policy, finding out the reasonableness of 
such a policy at a given level to avoid any danger of over stocking 
as a prelude to the effective utilisation o f the resources of the 
firm.



sm%, af grefragid
Average inventory at cost

theoretically, inventory turnover rate is best expressed 
through the relationship between cost of goods sold and average 
inventory at cost but ratio of sales to inventory nay be ueed as 
a substitute for the ratio of cost of goods sold to average 
inventory in cese the cost of goods sold is not available. though 
it nay serve as an approximate measure of turnover, the analyst 
should always be conscious of the fact that it is only a rough 
approximation. Over and above these isome fines, like departmental 
stores customarily valuing their inventories at selling prices, 
and using the so called retail method for the purpose, compute 
inventory turnover as the ratio between net sales and average 
inventory at selling price.

fbr greatest accuracy in the calculation of inventory 
turnover ratio, monthly Inventories should ordinarily be used and 
this is ^ecially desirable if tbe sise of inventories fluctuates 
substantially in the course of the year. Thus average inventory 
for a year is the sum of inventory at the beginning of the year 
and inventory at the end of every month, the total to be devlded 
by 13. However in most cases, the external analyst has to be 
satisfied with the inventory at the end of the accounting period or 
the average of inventories at the beginning end the end of accounting



period or the avenge of inventories at the beginning end the 
end o£ accounting period* Many fine* operate on the basis of 
a 'fiscal year* other than the 'calender year* due to the reason 
that they want their annual operations to conclude at a tine when 
inventories are at a near their lowest level as well as dee to the 
considerations of effecting appreciable economics in the work of 
stock taking and valuation. Ibr a firm in such position, a turn
over ratio computed en the basis of the average of opening and 
closing inventories would be much higher then one computed on the 
basis of monthly inventories so that it would be quite misleading.

$jqni3U?,flacg *
If the ratio ia high it indicates the ability of the 

management to move the stocks quickly and that they ere maintaining 
high quality goods capable of being turned out rapidly* it 
signifies the ability of management in stock control.

If the ratio is low, it signifies the existence of slow 
moving, obsolete and shop-sold goods of low value or poor quality 
goods not capable of being pushed through.

Although high turnover is usually a sign of good management, 
the ratio varies widely from one business to another. A high 
volume with low margin businese can turn its inventory move often 
than a similar business having a low volume of high margin policy*



5) BafrteSS.M&.Q :
Meaning i

the debtor* turnover ratio or receivables turnover ratio 
as it is called, matches not credit sales of a CLrn to raoordod 
trade debtors tliereby indicating the rate at which caah ie 
generated by turnover of receivable# or debtors* However* this 
is not is»ediately apparent from the debtors turnover ratio and 
therefore* it has to be supplemented by average collection period.

Debtors turnover ratio* together with average Oellection 
Period, involves Idle following steps «

a) calculation of daily salee - Shis is obtained by 
devidlng nunbar of working days during a year into net credit 
ealea for the year*

b) calculation of average collection period - This ie done 
by devidlng salee par day is arrived at by Step ho* 1 into the 
mount of trade debtors• The quotient represents the number of 
days sales tied up in receivables.

formula •

Debtors Turnover Ratio m



©*• word trade debtor for tbo purpose of this ratio is 
trod in a comprehensive sense and also includes the amount of 
bills ratal table alongwith book debts at tbe and of the accounting 
period. Moreover debtors which do not arlee frost regular sales 
should, If pdsslble, be excluded e*g. e MU receivable from tbe 
buyer of fixed assets, Sometimes the ratio Is ooeputed from the 
average of debtors at tbe beginning and at tbe end of tbe year. 
Another important paint in connection with the ratio Is that 
hoserva for Bad and boubtful Debts is not deducted front the total 
amount of trade debtors in order to avoid the iwpression that a 
larger amount of receivables have been collected.

Due to the absence of the break up of sales into cash and 
credit sales in published accounts, the analyst has to use the 
total sales for imputation of the ratio with the result that to 
the extent cash sales ere Included, the ratio tends to be over
stated. In many companies all sales ore made an credit but even 
where cash sales ere significant e comparison of the collection 
period of two companies would be reasonable if both of them have 
the s«me proportion between cash and credit sales.

so far as the calculation of daily sales is concerned, 
the denominatar is to be the number of working days of the business 
during the year mod while it is customary to use 360 days basis 
rather then 365 days exact. Some writers ere of the opinion that 
the denominator should only 300 owing to the remainder of days
being holidays when no business is transacted and further go to toe

6551
A .



extent of suggesting that the number of working days would he 
further reduced if week of lesser working dels is instituted in 
industry or business*

the turnover of debtors - the collection retie - cen also 
be determined by multiplying the ratio of trade debtors to net 
sales with the number of working days.

there should elweys be e relationship between the period 
of credit allowed by a business and debtors turnover ratio, this 
serves as a check on collection of outstandings* if the average 
date is high immediate steps should be taken to collect the outo- 
standings* the debtors balance should be examined and if there are 
bad dabts they should be written off. Since the policy of the 
management is to earn real profits e prong? t action in collection 
policy in essential some leading accountants ere of opinion that 
the average collection policy is essential* some leading accountants 
are of opinion that the average collection period should be *no 
more then one third higher than the i rme.

$) %frt to Equity Ratio <

Debt to equity ratio relates all recorded creditors claims 
on assets to the owners recorded claims in order to measure the 
firms obligations to creditors in relation to funds provided by



the owners, It is also known as external internal equity 
ratio.

iBJBWtiLl..*

D,£,
B.B.

D^tio „ itfraMft.&m
Internal Xqultles

■»«. -sssasg^fla

Hie creditor category includes all debts whether long-tern 
or short-term or whether in the form of mortgages Mils or 
debentures, while the claim of owners consists of preference 
shares, equity shares, capital reserve, retained earnings and 
any reserves representing earmarked surplus like reserve for 
contingencies, reserve for plant eaqpaneion etc, Xn some financial 
circles, this ratio is also computed with preference shares classed 
as creditors rather then es ownership claims, because preference 
shares are ownership commitments only in the eges of law and usually 
do not exhibit either characteristics of am ownership security.
Huts there ere differences of opinion regarding the treatment of 
preference shares as a creditor or ownership claim which depends 
upon the nature of the preference shares end the purpose of 
financial analysis.

Hie purpose of the debt equity ratio is to derive an idea 
of the amount of capital supplied to the firm by the owners end of 
assets available to creditors on liquidation. Hie inters-



p rotation of the ratio, however, depend* almost entirely on the 

financial and business policy of the sat*m>ilse from thia point 
of view, the importance of the ratio lie* in highlighting the 
seemingly irrecoverable view point* of the owners md creditors 
regarding the netted of financing the business - the fesner having 
always the temptation of doing business with other peoples funds 
ate the latter insisting that tha owners should st least havs ss 
large an investment as creditors, therefore, on tbe average debt 
to equity ratio 111 is acceptable. fheorltlcally, higher the 
interests of the proprietor as compared with that of the creditors 
the sounder would be the financial structure but this should not be 
treated as a generalisation* In tha analysis of long tete financial 
creditors of s business* ths ratio an joys the same importance as 
the current ratio in the analysis of short*term financial position.

V ypppiiitprY Jfolia •

A variant of debt to equity ratio is tha proprietory ratio 
which establishes relationship between proprieters funds ate ths
asssts. the difference between this ratio ate 100% represents tha
ratio of total liabilities to total assets debt to equity ratio 
or Proprietorship Patio is also analysed into the following t

a} Ratio of fired assets to 
timxl&tiZX*.Jm&Lk___

iteanino t
This ratio shows ths extant to which ownership funds see 

sunk into assets with relatively low turnover*



tan * totrafc tilii <if ft ltd flgftiig
^ The amount of proprietors fund*

fixed assets consist* of tangible assets and proprietors 
funds consists of share capital and reserves and surplus*

MmiMsmm •
When the account of proprietors fund exceed the value of 

fixed asset*, a part of the net working capital is supplied by 
the shareholders# provided that there are no other nonecurrent 
assets# creditors obligations have bean used to finance a part 
of the fixed asset*. The yardstick for this measure is 6§ft for 
industrial under*takings.

3) Ratio of Current Assets

Meaning t
This ratio is the relationship between current assets 

and the share capital and reserves and surplus.

Formula i

proprietors
Funds

x loo



All current assets nadir the heeding current assets loans
and advances in companies balance sheet and Items under the

«

heading reserves and surplus*

If the percentage of the current asset* is higher than 
that of fined assets it is an indication of the company's financial 
strength*

1 9) iat»cM.fc.fiyvenqi RiUo <

ihi* ratio ia also known as debt service ratio, this ratio 
is used to test the fires dsbt servicing eapaalty* interest 
coverege ratio is the mm of net profit net profit before interest 
and taxes devided by interest changes.

nterest Coverage m Met nmflt befell Interest- and fa'Uft 
Xiesd interest charges

She two variables involved in this ratio are fisted interest 
charges and net profit* Users is some controversy regarding the 
connotation of the wood 'net profit* - whether the item to be taken 
into consideration is before or after the deduction of incoswi tax*



•Brough there are arguments on both the side*, it can be a tat ad 

in a nutshell that net profit befoce inconie tax is to be used in 
the computation of the ratio because income tax is paid after the 
deduction of fixed interest charges with the result that the 
ability of the business to meet these charges is rot affected by 
levy of income tax*

51gr4flS,«*Sfi *

3he ratio gives an idea of the extent to which a firme 
earning* may contract before it ie unable to meet intermit payments 
out of current earnings. Zt is used in external financial analysis 
end ie watched more closely by external analysts, than any other 
ratio, the standard for this ratio for an industrial company is 
that its fixed interest changes should be covered six to seven 
times, the weaiknees of the ratio would mdka the financial manager 
experience difficulty in raising additional funds from debt 
sources.

The assumption underlying this relationship is that the 
average historical performance of the firm under review will be 
its average performance in future, which may or may rot be true, 
in the absence of evidence to the contrary historical data will 
be used by suppliers of capital to make such judgments regarding 

the future*



10) flflMSJttftftfc.SftUg t

Weaning t

Zt expresses the relationship of gross profit on sales to 

not sales in terms of percentage, representing the percentage of 

gross profit earned an sales.

formula t

Components *

foe determinants of this ratio are the gross profit and 
sales, which mean net sales, obtained after deducting the value of 

goods returned by the customers from total sales. Gross profit 
results from the difference between net sales and cost of goods 
sold without talcing into account expenses generally changed to 

profit and loss account. Xt is thus clear that operating expenses 
are not involved.

Cost of goods sold in the case of a trading concern is the 

purchase price of goods and all expanses directly connected with 
the purchase of goods while in case of manufacturing concern it 

consists of the purchase price of raw materials and all manufao* 

tuxing expanses.



Significance i

dross profit ratio indicates the degtee to which selling 
prices of goods per unit Bay define without resulting in losses 
on operations for the firm from a different angles, it shows the 
average mark-up obtained an products sold but it does not 
necessarily represent the mark-up on individual products or 
products lines, mere is no noun for Judging the gross profit 
ratio and, therefore* evaluation is a natter of judgement, in 
order to analyse the gross profit margin effectively, information 
should be available with respect to purchasing markups and mark- 
downs, credit and collections as well as general merchandising 
policies. However, these data are not usually available to the 
external analyst.

The gross profit should be adequate to cover the operating 
expenses mad to provide for fixed charges, dividends mad building 
up of serves,

A low gross profit may indicate unfavourable purchasing 
and merle up policies, the inability of management to develop sales 
volume, thereby making it impossible to buy goods in large volume* 
marked reduction in selling prices not accompanied by proportionate 
decrease in cost of goods, over expansion or over-investment in 
plant facilities, unfavourable property locations and exeoessive 
competition.



On the other hand, an increase in the gross profit retie 

may reflect en increase in the sale price of goods sold without 
any corresponding increase in costs# a decrease in cost without 
its impact on the sale price of goods* stock at the commencement 
of the trading period valued at a figure lower the* it ahouid have 

been, artificial inflation of sale figures of the inclusion therein 

of goods seat on consignment while the same are included in dosing 
a tod, omission of purchase invoices from accounts# over valuation 
of stock of goods at the and of accounting period#

11) Operating Ratio i

Weaning •
Operating ratio matches cost of goods sold plus other 

operating expenses, on ona hand# with net sales# on the other. Hie 

ratio ia closely related to the ratio of operating profit to net 
ealas did can be obtained by attracting the operating ratio 

from loo#

Formula t V/

Operating Ratio * t .OM^Uqg ,«ptaff

operating expenses consist* of the following s 

a) Selling end distribution expenses# like salaries of
salesman, advertising and travelling eaipenaes.



b) Adroiniatrative expenses like rant* insurance# salaries 
of office desk*, directors fees# legal expanses etc,

JSL90i£LSdilfifi *

She ratio shoes the percentage of net sales that is 
absorbed by the cost of goods sold and operating expenses.
Naturally higher the operating ratio# the less favourable it is 
because it would leave a smaller margin to neat interest# dividend* 
and other corporate needs# It can also be used as a partial 
index of overall profitability but cannot be used as a test of 
financial condition without taking into account financial and 
extraordinary items. Xn interpreting the operating ratio full 
recognition must be given to the possibility of variations in 
expenses from year to year, or company to company* due to changes 
or differences in policies involving espouses that are subject to 
managerial decisions# xn general for manufacturing concerns* 
operating ratio is expected to touch a percentage of ?S to 85*.

She ratio of operating profit to sales# which is deducted 
from the operating ratio* reveals the profitableness of sales ap 
Indicates the portion remaining out of every rupee worth of sales 
after all currant operating costs and expenses have been met#

12) ffjgrtfflseo i
Meaning i
These supplement the Information given by operating ratio# 

this ratio indicates a portion of net seise revenue which is 
consumed by various operating expenses#



ibnmila t
ipfovicfoai smmmMet Sain

factory overhead#, administrative overheads# distribution 
overheads etc, end sales.

8&<r*kU$mm *

Bxpenses ratios represents summation of changes in net 
sales and in the ejpsnses items, are valuable in composting similar 
business or operating data from year to year for seme business.
In interpreting the ratios# it must be kept in view that if an 
expanse is a fined emount s.g, building a tax# the ratio of the 
item would decrease as the value of sales increases but a variable 
eapense# like commission on sales should remain at about the same 
percentage,

13) is* Pbbftt fottfl *

Meaning i

This ratio goes beyond tbs gross profit margin and indicates 
s firms ability to cover administrative and selling costs. These 
costs requires cash outlets and depreciation which a company 
must ultimately provide for, 

fbxamla i

x 100



Gomoonents iJmBSSmMSaXSJBt -

Zto components are son-derating income# like interest 
or dividend on investments etc. to operating profit end deducting 
non-operating expenses* such as loss on the sale of old assets* 
provision for legal damages etc. from such profits.

this is an effective measure to check the profitability 
of a business, this is an Indication of the company* s performance 
and its sales promotion. This shows that portion of sales which 
is left over after deduction of all expenses.

14) Return on Shareholders
3*gp*mtiLx.-.... ;..... ;_____________

he turn on shareholders investment also celled Saturn an 
prop**store fund# in the ratio of net profit to proprietor* a fund 
es shown by the balance sheet which are the same as total assets 
less liabilities.

Shareholder's Fund

Components t

Shareholders investment includes all categories of share 
capital* capital reserve* ell revenue reserves and accounts of 
appropriations profits. Zt is usual for the calculation of this 
ratio to take into consideration the average of the figures



Mating to shareholder* investment In ttle beginning and ending 
balance sheets.

So far as profits are concerned, they ace to be visualised 
from tiie view point of the return to shareholders with the result 
that they should be arrived at after payment of taxes and Interest 
on long term liabilities. Shis is so because this incoeie alone 
would be available to the shareholders for dividends*

significance *

Shis ratio indicates the actual return on shareholders 
investment in the company* Zf the percentage is high# the sharee 
have a good marketable value and if low the return to the share
holders is very poor.

15) liftiCT Off ffM&fcal »

Meaning s

Another aspect to be considered in the enelysis of overall 
profitability is the Hate of Return on Equity Capital which 
relates the net profits available to equity shareholders to the 
amount of capital invested by thorn.

another way of looking at the rate of return aa equity 
capital ia to divide the net profit available to equity share
holders by the mraber of outstanding equity shares in order to 
calculate earning per equity ehare.



There are several interpretations of return on equity 

capital and by the moat important haa been the one in which it 

is looted upon as return on total capital employed. According to 

this interpretation# net profit available to equity shareholders 

are related to recorded claims of these residual claimants 

Including equity share capital# revenue reserves and appropriation 

of profits.

formula i

Nat Profit - Dividend due to profit
“ ghistfatfaBL—_________________ .

Equity Share Capital

Earning per equity share capital

Nunber of equity shares

Component^ <

for the purpose of calculating this return# net profits are 

arrived at after deducting the dividend due to preference share

holders# if any. Moreover if preference shareholders have a right 

to participate further in the profits after a certain rate of 

dividend has been paid to equity shareholders# such participating 

dividend would also have to be subtracted in order to arrive at 

profits due to equity shareholders*

Significance t

•Oils rate of return is desired to show what percantage# 

the earned profit of the period bears to the amount of capital



Invested by equity shareholders. it is used to cooper* the 
performance of « company's equity capital with those of other 
components so that if two companies are alike in quality* we 
equally well-known* have different rates of return on equity 
capital and there is no Indication of the future being in any 
way different from the part* the company with higher return on 
equity capital will ha favoured by the inveeters and a greater 
market valuation will be placed on its shares.

16) Return on t

Weaning s
the capital employed in a business may be defined in a 

number of ways but the two most widely accepted definitions ere 
'gross capital employed and net capital anployed. another inter
pretation of tiie term is •Proprietors Net capital Bnployed' which 
has lal ready been discussed under * Saturn on shareholder* 
investment* * The interpretation to be brought into play agents 
upon the purpose for which 'Capital employed* figure is to be used. 
If the purpose is to show the shareholders what is being earned 
for them the use of * Proprietors Net Capital flmployed* or Saturn 
on shareholder* Investment or Return on Capital Contributed* is 
appropriate. However* for studying the economics of e particular 
line of business or for evaluating the efficiency of internal 
manegsment* gnoas or net capital employed concept is more 
appropriate* It is always better to use them together and also 
to supplement the conclusions derived by calculating the return 
on shareholders investment so that thesa criteria of management 
efficiency ere put to test in concert*



Gross capital deployed usually oouprises the total, aasets 
oaed in the business while 'Met Capital teployed*, Consists of 
total aaseta uaed in the business while 'Met Capital deployed' 
oonaiate of total aasets of the business less its current liabi
lities. However, in the commonly accepted sense, the ^qda ^iso^^si^s 
capital capital reserves, revenue reserves including profit and 
loss account balance and long tana loans such as debantuxes. 
Nevertheless, there ia a good deal of controversy among accountants 
over the itses to be included in the teen capital anployed.

fbasula «

_ .gtpfcU tii an<» lqty:egt
Average capital employed

All fixed assets, like land and buildings, plant and 
machinery, furniture and fitting, motor vehicles etc. should be 
included. As regards the valuation of these assets there are 
three recognised alternatives - gross value, net value and 
replacement cost* Gross value represents the original cost of 
the asset while the net value is the written down value, though 
both these methods have their own supporters, latter one la 
preferred on balance. However, owing to the continuing problem 
of inflation Airing recent years, accountants have increasingly 
become conscious of the defects of the historical aosts and the 
advantages of replacement cost. The replacement coat basis of 
valuation envisages the revaluation of fixed assets by assessing 
their current market values either by reference to reliable



published index number or on valuation of everts. abus, in 
calculating capital employed* the choice lie* between the net 
value or replacement coat of the assets* with the latter 
steadily gaining ground due to a none realistic assessment of 
the finendel position that it presents* la case replacement 
cost basis is adopted* it would cell for the recalculation of the 
pnovieione for depreciation because chargee in profit end loan 
account would be based on the original coat of the assets*

If any assats are idle for a considerable period e*g. 
due to obsolescence or short working* it is considered advisable 
to exclude them from capital employed.

following points art important regarding the calculation 
of capital mopliyed.

i) though idle assets ere excluded from capital employed* 
stand by plant and equipment essential to the normal tunning of e 
machinery should not be excluded.

11} Intangible assets* like goodwill* patent and 
trademarks are generally excluded* unless they have potential sale 
value* because intangible assets should be written off as quickly 
as possible*

iii) where investments have been made outside the business* 
they are to be excluded but those made for the honafide purposes 
of business are included*

iv) lietioue assets like preliminary expanses* account of 
defsrred revenue expenditures ere excluded*



v) All stocks. saw materials, wo rfr-ln-p regress and 
finished goods - are included In capital euployed Joy valuing 

then on a consistent basis. generally at asst.

vi) Normal trade debtors are inoXuded in capital employed 
after taking into account provision* for doubtful debts.

vii) Any balance at bank in encase of the normal reguire
sents of s business nay be excluded.

there ere differences of opinion regarding the calculation 
of capital employed* these differences arise owing to the desire 
to introduce ss such accuracy as possible in the estinates of 
return an capital esqployed. Some people are of the view that the 
figure of capital employed must bm such that it nay fairly 
represent the capital investment throughout the year and therefore, 
they bring in the concept of average capital employed. The logic 
behind thia is that usually, a business earns profits all through 
the year and the sane remain in the business. Only at that end 
of the year, they are distributed as dividants with the consequence 
that this factor has to he reckoned in the calculation of 
'capital employ sd* and this is dona either finding the single 
adthyed et the beginning as well as at tha and of tha yaar or Joy 
adjusting half of the profits after tax and interest to the 
capital enployed on the assumption that profits have been evenly 
earned throughout the year.



If the ‘net capital employed' has bean calculated from 
the asset side half of the profits earned dosing the yean are 
deducted in order to arrive at 'average net capital employed* •
In case *net capital employed* ia being computed with the help 
of items on the liabilities side* of which profit and loss 
account is one* half of the pxofit earned during the year have 
to be subtracted for obtaining the figure of 'average net capital 
alloyed* but if profit and loaa account la not one of tha itama 
on the liabilities side* this portion of profit* is to be added 
for reaching 'average net capital employed.*

However* if the concept* used in one of gross capital 
employed no such adjustments are necessary*

Income, or net profit for the purpose of computing return 
on capital employed* will be determined according to tbe base 
used if gross capital is taken, profit should relate to gross 
capital is taken, profit should relate to gross capital and if 
net capital concept is used profit should be what la earned by 
that capital. Therefore* the figure of profits* as used in the 
calculation of capital employed, ia tha net profit with adjust* 
meats made* if necessary fb* *

a) Any abnormal or non-recurring losses orgafns.
b) Depreciation based on the replacement coat of tha

assets*
c) Income from Investments outside the business.



d) A* long term liabilities are included in capital 
employed interest on and} liabilities should he added 
back to the ’net profit* for the sake of consistency. 
In the ease of gross capital employed even interest 
ms short tens liabilities# if any# should be added 
because such liabilities are part of 'gross capital 
employed.*

e) *Net profits* to be taken into consideration should be 
before the payment of income tax so that income tax 
paid# or provision for the same# made in accounts#
has to be restored to profits. This is so beoause 
tax has nothing to do with the naming capacity of 
tha business and is paid after the profits have been 
earned.

Xn this way# the profit is brought into line with that 
use for capital employed for the sake of managmnsnt planning and 
control# All these adjustments are made to net profits beoause 
* return an capital employed* is a measure of the economic 
justification of a particular line of business requiring the 
*net income* to refleet the economic facts relating thereto. It 
should never be confused with * return to shareholders* as is 
sometimes done# which is an entirely different concepts.

Stannary of items included in 'capital smployad*.



*> fEfft *U«raaUvt

*) Hasd.Meets -
Land and building

Plant and Machinery 

ilxturea and feral bare 
Motor vehicle*

b) Investments made in the business

c)
Stock

Debtors * R.D.D 

Bank Balance 
Cash in hand

d) ffliygint .Mifelilttii 
Creditors 

Bank overdraft*

2) gfqpBfl Mtwnaattos

issued share capital 
capital Reserves

Debentures.

SimlSLctRce »

The concept of 'return on capital employed* has been 
given much attention in recent years* particularly in the 
field of financial management where it is used to determine



whether a certain goal has been achieved or whether an 
alternative uae of capital la Justified, farther it is also 
used as a basis for various managerial decisions.

In fact, the starting point of business budgeting 
should be the determination of a minimum rate of profit on 
capital invosbaant which is then worked backwards for planning 
the detail of bualnass operations, ibis is the minimum return 
expected an capital aaployed and in order to attract capital 
to a particular business. a fair return has to be paid* then, 
the lying down of a minimum return is also essential from the 
point of view of making a correct choices of investments so 
that if adequate return is not forthcoming in a particular 
Una. the same may be discarded in the favour of a sore 
in creative alternative, mere is hardly any criterion for 
determining the minimum returns with reference to which return 
on capital invastmant may be Judged.

•Return on capital employed* is the only measure which 
can be said to show satisfactorily tha overall performance of 
an undertaking from the stand point of profitability - tha 
benefits being obtained in the shape of income for the 
sacrifice involved in the form of capital invested. It enablee 
the management to show whether the funds entrusted to it hava 
bean properly used or not. Hsus it can become an integral part 
of the budgetary control system in order that the management 
may be able to follow the progress being mads and to corrective 
action, if necessary.



17) i

UsittUifl-*

71m t»m capital gearing is used to describe the ratio 
between the equity shares capital and fixed interest bearing 
securities o£ e company. these the holder* of fixed income 
beadng securities hate acquired a lions share in the inoosie 
of a business enterprise, it is said to be 'highly geared'. The 
situation is Manifested most commonly where there is a snail 
equity holding compared with fixed Inacme bearing securities.

formula i

Components i v/

Equity capital, preference shere capital, debentures.

aignificanni »

Capital gearing ratio belongs to the family of leverage 
ratios end is important snd not only to prospective inverters 
but also to the company. It snsst be carefully planned in as much 
as it affects the company's capacity to maintain an even 
devlded distribution policy during difficult trading periods 
that may occur. Moreover, its immediate effect may be to 
enable a company to pay higher equity dividends when there is



only a narrow margin of profit but its long rang* offset* on 
tho efficiency of o company are farw reaching. Distribution 
polieio* and tho building up of reserves, ** wall a* * stable 

dividend policy, ass oil offootod by company's 'gsar-ratio'.

Though capital gearing xotio togotbor with the debt to 
equity ratio are by far the most important moans of tba analysis 
of tba capital structure, following ratios are also used to throw 
light on certain aspects of the capital structure*

18) fetal lnve*t»«nt to long-teas frlAhiUttf l ---- ---

ISfflBi&S *
This ratio is the proportion of share capital and loan

capital*

Loan

Equity share, capital and prefarenaa share capital*

This make* the different approach to the method of 
financing the business and is based on the principle that there 
should not be too high a proportion of long-term liabilities*



19) Currant liahili 
Lntea

iliti<
literal

to.

This ratio in the proportion of current liabilities 
and proprietor* funds.

Proprietors funds

pnw^«*nts *

fUrzent liabilities includes credits# bank aid# hills 
payable# provision for income tar# outs tiding expenses and 
proprietors funds includes all type of share capital# capital 
reserve# and all revenue reserve and accounts of appropriation 
of profite,

this ratio measures the amount of funds raised by the 
proprietors ss against those raised by short term borrowings,
A high ratio indleataa that the firm will be alow in paying 
Its bill because, if the owners have not put enough of their 
own funds in the business# suppliers of long-term funds would 
be unwilling to aaqposa themselves to the risks and the firm 
will have to resort to short term stop-gap financing to a large 
extant* The standard for the ratio is SS percent.



70) Batio of Basecves to

Shis ratio astablishes relationship between reserves 
and equity capital*

jbaaala t

Reserves includes all type* of reserves and ©quity capital.

this ratio reveals tha policy pursued with regard to growth 
shares* If a conservative policy regarding the distrihutioii of 
dividend is followed the ratio nay ha unduly high. St also 
indicates the extent to which value of equity shares has gone up 
by the ploughing hock of profits,

21) frwflar ttenurtaq Pevifif *

3un»Ywr frtto >
fixed assets turnover ratio measures the efficiency with 

which the firm is utilising its investment in fixed assets.

Pa mule t

PLxed assets turnover ■ mmMet fixed essets



fixed assets consist* of land# boil ding, plant and 
nachinery, furniture, etc* with thnlr depreciated value and 
aalae is tho another Important component,

SlsBiUsmm *

the Hons fixed assets turnover ratio should bo compared 
with past and future ratios and also with the ratio of dtaUiar 
fins and tho industry average, x Generally a high fined assets 
turnover ratio indicates efficient utilisation of fined assets 
in generating sales* Mills a low ratio indicates inefficient 
nanagement and utilisation of fisted assets. However, the analyst 
should ho cautious in deriving conclusions fuse the fixed assets 
turnover ratio, fb obtain fixed assets turnover ratio, saloa are 
devided by depslclated value of fixed assets, not the naxket 
value. Thus a firm whose plant and machinery has considerably 
depreciated, nay show a higher fixed assets turnover ratio than 
the firm which has purchased plant and nachinery recently* By 

coopering the fixed assets turnover ratio of the two fires it 
cannot be concluded that the foxner is efficient in nsnaging fixed 
assets* Both the fires nay he, in fact, equally efficient or the 
second fixe nay bo nose efficient*

21) .9«4tol ,tl«•
Ihis ratio is the relationship between not sales and not 

working capital* In order to test efficiency working capital 
turnover ratio ia calculated.



I

Mate ... . T
Hat working capital

Working capital and sales axe two component* wortdLeg 
capital ia arrived at by deducting curxent liabilitiae from 
from current assets* Cisxxect asset* includes Bank* stock* cash* 
debtees* Mils receivables account and curxent liabilities 
consists of bank overdraft* creditors* bills payable# lncotae 
tax dividend etc*

fit milltsanas «

Larger the net sales in comparison with net working 
capital the leae favourable the eituetion is likely to be if the 
resultant net working cepitel turnover has been wade possible by 
the use of an excess amount of current credit* She real danger 
lias in the posslMlity of a decline in sale due to unforeseen 
circumstances# like cancellation of orders* strikes# depressions 
end oospetltions.

A high working turnover may be the result of favourable 
turnovers of inventories end receivables or may reflect an 
inadequacy of net working capital accompanied by a low turnovers 
of net working capital may be the outoofes of an excuse of net 
working capital# slow turnover of inventories and receivables# a 
large cash balance or investment of working capital in the foes



of tssporary investments.' Shus in interpreting the net working 
capital turnover, the analyst should exercise considerable 
caution because the nocking capital turnover ratio la a composite 
of a number of relationships* each one of which should be 
analysed carefully to account for changes from year to year or 
between companies*

22) Ratio of Operating Profit
to total oper&fcUa. areata >

Ibis ratio is the relationship between operating profit 
and total operating assets used in regular conduct of the 
business*

ib ramie t

_ 9Bt«lAng parafU___________^
all assets

ComnonmatS «

She operating profit figure should not inoluds other 
income and eag>enses income tax or extraordinary items. Tbtel 
operating assets figure should include all assets except long 
period investments and other assets not used in connection with 
obtaining e major revenue or sales income. She accumulated 
provision for depreciation must be deducted from the assets.



H«iffq«fl» *

She ratio is an index of the economic productivity of tbe 
foods invested in the business and is «n overall measures of the 
efficiency of the business* Zt shone the earning on assets 
independently of the sources of funds invested in then* However, 
caution must be exercised in studying this rati* for different 
companies because of the possible presence of unoouparable data 
arising due to variations in asset valuation and enortisation 
methods, difference in the oonposition of aeeats, income end 
ejqpeneee itens, absence of coincidence of accounting periods end 
different depriciation and amortisation policiee*

23) 1b**l Ai»*f Mamas »
Weaning a

this ratio ie the relationship of total assets and sales 
in e business.

ibtal Assets 

Camponeats i

ibtal assets includes fixed assets as wen es currant 
Meets end the another Important component for calculating this 
ratio Is sales*



Hgiiflfinnrm *
A high ratio indicates over trading of fixed asset* 

while a low ratio shows eaeasalve investment - a symptom of idle 
capacity* The traditional standard for the ratio is tso times, 
dome people use cost of goods sold in msRerator instead of sales*

24) Eaiaipq per abacs *

The profitableness of common shareholders Investment ean 
be measured in many other ways. one such measure is to calculate 
the earning par share* The earning per ^iare are calculated by 
deviding net profit after taxes leas preferunes diwldent by total 
number of corangn^ share outstanding*

r
ffst, profitNumber of common shares outstotdlng

The earning par share calculations mads over year lndieatas 
whathar or not the fins earning powsr on par share basis chsngad 
over that period. The earning par ahar# of the aoB$>say should bs 
compared with the industry average and ths earnings par share of 
other firms* The earning per shore measures singly shows the 
profitability of the firm on a par share basis* It does not 
reflect how much is paid es dividend end how much is retained 
in the business* But as a profitability index it is valuable 
and widely used ratio.



as) JOlvJkaeftqg.jaer.share *

The net profits after taxes belong to shareholders. Bet 
the income which they really receive ie the ament of earnings 
distributed and paid as cash dividends. Therefore, a large 
number of present and potential investors are no re interested in 
the dividend per share, rather than the earning per share* The 
dividend per share is the earnings distributed to coercion share
holders devided by number of common shares outstanding*

Ho* of common shares outstanding

26) Qlviaepd Psy-«t filUa *

The dividend pay-out ratio sometimes simply called as 
pay out ratio is the dividends per share or total dividends 
devided by the earning per ehare or total ehereholders earning*

ftjyldend per ihtiB
Karaing per sharePayout Patio »

27)

The dividend yield is ths dividends per share devided 
by tbe market value per share and earning yield ia the earnings 
per ehare devided by the market veins per share*

dividend yield « fttTidePfli BCT BhflCl.... -Market value per chare

Kernings yield * jaraiaa.afig share.......
Market value per chare



Hie dividend yield end earning yield evaluate tbs abase- 
holder* return in relate to the market value of the abase, the 
iafoaoation on the market value per abase* ia not generally 
available from the financial statements it baa to be oolleeted 
from external aource such a* stock exchangee. Hie earnings yield 
i* also called the earning price ratio.

28) rare fifta>lB,q..fiaap i

Hie reciprocal of the earning yield os tbe eaming.priee 
ratio ia called tbe price earnings ratio. Huis,

Price earning ratio «■ Market.value guc share
Earning pas share

Hie price earning ratio (P/E ratio) ia widely used by the 
security analyst to evaluate the firms performance as expected by 
investors. It indicates investors judgement or ejections about 
the firms performance as expected by investors. Management is 
also interested in this market appraisal of tbe firms perfonsance 
and will like to find tbe causes if the p/s ratio declines.

Price earning ratio reflects Investors expectation* Shout 
tbe growth in the firms earnings. Industries differ in their 
growth prospects accordingly, the P/S ratio for industries vary 
widely.

29) SdgaiBq FWtf *

tbe two ratios smployed to measure the firms operating
efficiency are t



a) the net profit Margin and
b) tha investment turnover*

Individually thaaa ratios do not give a complete picture 
of tha effectiveness of the firms operations. Ibr example the 
net profit margin does not consider the profitability of invest
ments. While the investment turnover fails to consider the 
profitability on sales, xt is the return on investment ratio, 
which Is an adequate measure of the firm's operating efficiency. 
This ratio indicates the firms earning power and is the produet 
of net profit margin and the Investments turnover.

Earning Power Saturn on Investment 
Net profit margins

Investment turnover

As stated earlier the term investment may refer to total 
assets, capital employed or shareholders equity. Here we shall 
use Investment in the eense of 'coital employed*. This earning 
power may be calculated as ~

Earning Power Net fit after JftlflS.• x Capital employed
Net profit after taa

Capital employed

30) IffttClfbgy *

Hiis ratio is defined as the standard hours, equivalent 
to the work produced expressed as a percantage of the actual hours 
spent in producing the work.



Actual Itours * i0°*

Standard hours as* • Actual output it budgeted direct
budgeted output

Hiia ia the relationship between the'actual number of 
working houra and the budgeted number*

31) t

Shis ia defined aa the number of standard houra equivalent 
to the work produced expressed aa a percentage of the budgeted 
houra*

Budgeted House *

folt .J&izifl fry.«ttlQ *

Basically* ratio analysis ia useful to the same extmat 
and in tha same for finanoial analysis aa atatiatioa are 
aaaful in the a tody of the numerical aspect of a problem* It 
sinplifies, summarizes and systematises a long array of accounting 
figures. Its main contribution liee in bringing into bold relief 
the interrelationship which exists between various aagaants of 
business* aa expressed through accounting segments and to avoiding 
any diatromons that may result from an absolute study of 
counting information*



It is as instrument for diagnosis of tbs financial health 
of an enterprise. This is foes by evaluating, in a broader 
context, important aspect of the oonduot of business like 
liquidity, solvency, profitability, capital gearing etc. Such an 
evaluation enables conclusions to be drawn regarding the financial 
requirement* and the capabilities of business units, which 
conclusions cannot be easily dorived from the ueual tenor of 
financial statements,

further, the ratio analysis can be of invaluable aid to 
manegamsnt in the diseharga of its basic functions forecastings, 
planning, oo-ordination, communication and control. By an 
analytical atudy of the past performance of the business, it helps 
in predicting and projecting the future# it assist in communi- 
cstion by conveying information, which is pertinent and purposeful 
to those for whom it is meant# it promotes co-ordination by a 
study of the efficiency of tbe buelnesa, it pares the way for 
effective control of business operations by undertaking an 
appraieal of both the physical and monetary targets, Hencs ratio 
analyais becomea an integral pert of budgetary control aystam.

Mi important point in connection with use of the ratios, 
is that, in maaerous situations, a few ratioe portray a certain 
aspect of the conduct of businoea. Thus a credit manager who 
ha* e large number of invoices flowing across his table each 
day may limit himself to three ratios or evidence of whether the 
prospective buyer of geode would pay promptly - current ratio to



••certain the capacity of the buyer to meet Me ahort teas 
obligation#, debt to equity ratio to determine the quantum of 
proprietor* flnde in the bueinee* end one of the profitability 
ratio* to a*ee*« the future prospect# of the firm* A aalea 
manager mill normally be in tenanted in ration on ealea, selling 
ooata and related eapeete while the pxoduetion manager mill be 
interna ted in ration relating to the production function.


